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“…add touches of accents of color and finishes that are
IRIDENCENT, METALLIC especially GOLD…”
This time of the year you bring a review as seen at
the European Trade Fairs. What trends came out of
Maison Objet the Paris gift show and Ambiente in
Frankfurt will be going into 2019 to 2020?
Here are two trend concepts and colors for Spring
for retailers to consider at market for freshening their
assortments. Glitz & Glam will appeal to Tweens and
even those who are younger. It updates and replaces
some of the icons we have been using for the past few
seasons. These icons are the Llama, Unicorn, Rainbow,
Smile Clouds and Cactus will continue to sell but new
icons are being introduced to refresh this youthful
theme.
The new characters are the return of the Flamingo and

the Narwals, Baby Shark
or Whale, Swans, Sloths,
and Monkeys. Elements
that are also incorporated
in this theme are Ombre
Colors, Furs, Sequins,
Fringes, Glitter and
Metallic as accents.
Body parts are used in
this theme and in general
as an element such as
Lips, Eyes, Heads, Hands
and were seen at many
shows and used in all
types of theme stories from sophisticated to novelty. Slogans
of empowerment were on mugs, stationery items like greeting
cards, journals and clothing.
Famous character icons from the
arts and sciences such as Frida,
RBG Supreme Court Justice, Karl
Lagerfeld who recently passed
away, Salvador Dali, Einstein, Andy
Warhol, and our current President
Trump just to name a few were all
appeared in multiple categories.

60’s and seen as MOD at that time now returning on
tabletop and other merchandise.
Are these all the concepts coming from the shows?
No, there are many more and will be shared thru out
the year on the Mart’s website and in Minneapolis Mart
Buyer’s Guide. I encourage people to check the website
for updates.
What one trend or elements could a retailer focus on at
this market coming from the themes outlined?

LED lights were used everywhere such as hula hoops,
greeting cards, light and inside light bulbs and bell
cloches. Alternative seating in blow up furniture for
indoor and outdoor usage is a growing category and is
novelty driven happens to be comfortable and can be
stored easily. This is theme is Fun, Colorful, Upbeat and a
concept for Spring-Summer.
The second theme is
NEWSALGIA taking
inspiration from several
decades starting from
the 60’s when we had
the race for Space.
Another decade that
gives us inspiration
comes from the 70’s and
80’s. New versions of
retro pieces that have
been updated are old
radios that are blue
tooth, corded phones,
record players and
the return of albums,
instant cameras,
antenna T.V’s.
The shape angles that were used in the past season are
out and we’re seeing rounded, circular and ball shaped
items, kidney shape and curve shapes in furniture,
tabletop, décor accents and other products. Rocket Ships
and Robots are used in décor, Sputnik in lighting fixtures
and wall mirror décor, Sky as a pattern on many forms
of dinnerware made from reactive glazes. Astronauts,
Constellations, Tarot Cards, the EYE icon is used in this
concept as well. Mondrian designs had a revival in the

If you just blended in Body Parts which seems odd to
say but it was the one element that every concept could
incorporate into such as Modern, Urban, Luxury and
others. Lots of merchandise with lips and eyes. Busts that
had planters instead of hair and hands for candle holders
and feet as an egg cup holder.

The secondly add touches of accents of color and finishes
that are IRIDENCENT, METALLIC especially GOLD but all
metals, CLEAR, SHIMMER and SHINE. You will be seeing
this trend for at least two years if not more.
I look forward to sharing trends and concept on the
Minneapolis Website on a regular basis as well at the Buyers
Guide.

